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Determining volcanic hazards




Assessment of volcanic hazards can be approached in two
different ways:
 (1) Probability – the likelihood that an event may happen
based on the frequency of past such events..
 Volcanic hazard probability =
Time span____
Number of occurrences

 For example, we can determine the probability of a lahar

flowing down the Nooksack River by dividing time by the number
of occurrences during that time. The only major lahar from Mt.
Baker that has flowed down the Nooksack River in the past
10,000 years occurred 6,700 years ago, so the probability of it
happening now is 1 in 10,000.

 Potential (possible) hazards. There is a significant difference





between the probablility of an event happening and the possibility
(potential) of such an event happening. Just because the
probability of an event happening is zero doesn’t necessarily mean
it couldn’t possibly happen.
For example, consider the possibility of a meteor striking
Bellingham. That is possible, but not very probable. Should we
move Bellingham underground for safety? A meteor has never
struck Bellingham, so the probability of that is zero. Even though
it is possible, we probably wouldn’t move Bellingham underground.
In a similar fashion, no lahars have been recognized in the
Nooksack North Fork, so the probability of such an occurrence is
zero, but that doesn’t mean it couldn’t happen because Mt. Baker
lies in the headwaters and lahars might possibly occur in the
future.

What’s wrong with the proposed
volcanic hazards plan?

 It is based on the obsolete 1995 USGS volcanic hazards map,
which contains a number of errors and doesn’t include new data.

USGS 1995 volcanic hazards map. Note that the map incorrectly shows lahars (volcanic mudflows) extending all the way to Bellingham Bay
(purple), and incorrectly shows pyroclastic flows (hot mixtures of lava, gas, and rock debris) and lava flows (yellow) extending all the way
down Glacier Creek to the town of Glacier and down Wells Creek to the Nooksack North Fork.

What’s wrong with the USGS data?
Sequence of events
1. Large lahars from collapse of
material on the flanks of the
mt. prior to eruption.
2. Lahar from landslide, steam
eruption of fragments.
3. Eruption of hot ash.

The USGS believes that the 6700 yr-old lahar occurred before the eruption,
but lahars from landslides are nowhere near as extensive as the 6700 yr-old
lahar because of lack of melting of glacial ice by lava.
2. The USGS believes that the 6700 yr-old eruption of ash occurred after the
lahar, in which case the ash should lie on top of the lahar..
1.

In this stratigraphic section,
the 6700 yr-old lahar lies on
top of the ash, rather than the
ash lying on the lahar, so the
USGS interpretation is wrong.
The ash erupted before or
during the emplacement of the
lahar.

Why is the USGS misinterpretation important?
 The correct interpretation of the age relationship of the ash to
the lahar is important because if the 6700 yr-old lahar occurred
during an eruption, that means it would take another eruption to
produce another lahar of that magnitude.





The USGS interpretation that the lahar occurred before the ash
would mean that another lahar of that magnitude could occur
anytime and would not require an eruption.
A lahar as extensive as the 6700-yr old lahar is unlikely to occur
except during an eruption because beginning as just a landslide
doesn’t contain enough water to produce flowage very far
downstream. There are no known non-eruptive lahars of this
magnitude--an eruption is needed to create water by melting of
glacial ice.

1995 USGS potential volcanic hazards map



 The Nooksack floodplain between Everson and Bellingham Bay is

considered a lahar hazard zone in both the USGS 1995 report and
the County Planning hazard map.

Potential lahar hazard for the Nooksack floodplain
between Everson and Bellingham Bay (Lahar zone D)


Inclusion of the Nooksack floodplain from Everson to Bellingham Bay in the lahar hazard
zone is not based on any physical evidence but rests solely on the assumption that the
6700-year-old lahar “in all likelihood this debris flow traveled all the way to Puget Sound.”

. Peat-filled former channel of the Nooksack River (red circle, yellow dshed lines) just

west of Everson. Basal peat in this channel is dated at 9,450 14C years before present.
Uninterrupted peat deposition in the channel proves no lahar has come down the Nooksack
floodplain west of Everson in the past 10,000 years

Documented path of the 6700-yr-old lahar

Bore holes north of Sumas contain pebbles of Mt. Baker lava, so these sediments must have
come from Mt. Baker. When the lahar approached Everson, its momentum prevented it from
making the right angle bend into the lower Nooksack floodplain, and it swept straight through
Sumas into the Fraser river (much like a heavy truck that can’t make a right angle turn at high
speed). Thus, any future lahar is likely to do the same thing, leaving the lower Nooksack
floodplain free of lahar hazards.

The USGS map is wrong




The classification of the Nooksack floodplain between Everson and Bellingham Bay
as a lahar hazard zone is erroneous, based on a false assumption.
Thus, restrictions in Ferndale, Everson, or anywhere else on the lower Nooksack
floodplain is not justified. No lahar has flowed down this part of the Nooksack
floodplain in the past 10,000 years, nor is one likely to do so in the future.

Lahar hazard from Nugent’s Corner to Everson and Sumas
The 6700-year-old lahar swept northward from Nugent’s Corner through Everson and
Sumas to the Fraser River. This has happened once in the past 10,000 years and could
possibly happen again if Mt. Baker should erupt again. Without an eruption, another lahar like
this is virtually impossible.
The question then becomes does the risk of a lahar once in 10,000 years justify
restrictions at Nugent’s Corner, Everson, Sumas or anywhere else on the floodplain between
Nugent’s Corner and Sumas?







Lahar hazard from Nugent’s Corner to Glacier
and the Nooksack Middle Fork
The floodplain from Nugent’s Corner to the confluence with the Nooksack Middle
Fork was in the path of the 6700-year-old lahar that originated high in the
Middle Fork drainage during an eruption. However, the Nooksack North Fork has
not been affected by lahars in the last 10,000 years, so the probability of one
happening in the future is zero, but because Glacier and Wells Creeks head on Mt.
Baker, it is possible that a lahar could come down the North Fork in the future.
The situation in the North Fork from Kendall to Glacier is different because no
lahars have come down it, so the probability of one happening is zero, but the
possibility of one happening in future is not zero.
So the question here is even though the probability of a lahar in the North Fork
is zero, does the possible (potential) risk of a lahar justify restrictions at Glacier
or elsewhere on the North Fork floodplain?

USGS Modeling




USGS theoretical models
fail to replicate real-time
data.
Therefore, the models are
not credible.

Will the proposed restrictions improve the safety of the population on
the Nooksack floodplain from volcanic hazards?



Unfortunately, they will not. Although the regulations would limit
the number of people in the floodplain, they would do nothing to
improve the safety of the people who are there. Only an early
warning system coupled with an evacuation plan can improve the
safety of residents on the floodplain.

Early warning seismic monitoring and evacuation planning





Volcanic eruptions can be accurately predicted with modern
seismic monitoring. Hundreds to thousands of earthquakes
beneath a volcano precede eruptions. As lava rises to the surface,
it creates a unique type of earthquake known as harmonic tremor,
a type of continuous vibration that means eruption of lava is
imminent.
Seismic early warning systems can alert people that an eruption is
imminent in time to allow evacuation of areas having volcanic
hazards. The only way to insure the safety of people on a
floodplain in a volcanic hazard zone is by early warning from
seismic monitoring and an evacuation plan.

Brenner proposed amendments


P.36, ln.22, Replace all verbage in 16.16.350.B (p.36, ln.22-48 and p.37, ln.1-22), with:



















16.16.350.B. Significant lahars have an extremely low probability as is shown by the following:
*Mt. Baker had only one major eruptive event in the last 11,000-13,000 years and only one significant lahar
event that impacted the valley bottom during this time interval ("Middle Fork Lahar", approximately 6,500
years ago);
*No known lahar deposits have been observed in the North Fork Valley within the geologic record (over
10,000 years);
*Large lahar events that could theoretically impact areas far down stream almost always occur during periods
of significant volcanic unrest;
*Periods of significant volcanic unrest are preceded by weeks to months of advanced warnings, such as
increased steam and seismicity, as the lava makes it way closer to the surface;
*The USGS has monitoring equipment in place to monitor seismicity and other parameters, and during times of
unrest could install portable monitoring equipment to collect more data;
*During periods of unrest the USGS would produce information updates, warnings, and risk estimates for the
danger areas around Mt. Baker, including developing "scenario maps", which can be used to notify and warn
people within the potential danger zones, noting that there would be "lots of communication" between the
USGS and the County, emergency management organizations, and the public in general;
*The areas most at risk for lahar related danger are in the more active portion of the volcano, which include
the south and east sides of Mr. Baker, i.e. portions of Skagit, not Whatcom County.

*There are warning systems already in place that have historically been effective and enabled
the USGS to become aware of and react to volcanic unrest;

would be advance warning signs that Mt. Baker was "reawakening", which would be detected
 *There
with currently existing technology.
*It would take weeks to months for Mt. Baker to transition and during that timeframe there would
be noticeable and obvious warning signs that the transition was taking place.
*The warning signs would occur days, weeks, or months before Mt. Baker became active enough to
trigger a large-scale lahar.
*People visiting, working, or residing in the "lahar danger zone" would have ample time to be warned
to the increased volcanic activity and associated lahar risk and make reasoned and safe
evacuations until volcanic activity quieted.
*As an example, when Mt. St. Helens erupted in 1980, there were weeks of advance warning signs of
increased activity. A large number of people evacuated the potential impact area during the
lead up to that eruption. The only lives lost were due to people who refused to evacuate after
receiving warnings to do so.
*The average threat of anyone dying from a lahar is 10 deaths in 10,000 years. That translates to a
greater threat of people dying from:
-lightning strikes
-motor vehicle accidents
-crushed by furniture/TVs;
-college/high school football practices;
-fireworks;
-shoveling snow;
-pedestrians killed by vehicles;
-chocking.

Conclusions





The 1995 USGS map is obsolete, contains errors, and does not include new data.
The 1995 USGS map incorrectly shows lava flows and pyroclastic flows reaching
Glacier and the Nooksack North Fork.
The USGS makes a critical misinterpretation that the 6700-yr-old lahar occurred
before the eruption, which would mean that such a lahar could occur without an
eruption.




The USGS claim that the 6700-yr-old lahar reached Bellinghan Bay is not true.




Exposures at Schreibers Meadow prove that this is not true.
Peat in a paleochannel west of Everson proves that the lahar did not extend
downvalley from Everson.

The 6700-yr-old lahar flowed past Everson to the Fraser River and future lahars of this
size would do the same.



No lahars, lava flows, or pyroclastic flows have ever extended to Glacier.



USGS models are contrary to real-time data and thus are not credible.



No restrictions will make residents on the floodplain any safer.



Only an early warning system can improve the safety of residents on the floodplain.

